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Vegetarian cooking doesn't have to be hard or time-consuming. It can fun, easy, and above all

–– tasty.Inside Veggie Va Va Voom*, you will discover 90 deliciously simple vegetarian

breakfast, lunch, and dinner recipes. Whether you lead a busy life and need easy, yummy

recipes on the fly or are someone who has time to put together something scrumptious, there

are recipes here for every vegetarian.Here are just some of the meals you could be enjoying as

soon as tomorrow:1. Blueberry & Granola Power Burst2. Garden Party Pizza3. Melted Cheese

& Avocado Bruschetta4. Bursting Burritos5. Marvelous Mushroom & Asparagus PieThere's

also a BONUS 7-Day, "done-for-you" meal plan at the end of the cookbook.If you're ready to

inject flavor and simplicity into your life, then grab your copy of Veggie Va Va Voom today.

(*Updated in April 2020)Book 4 of the Veggie Life series.

"I love the format. She added in prep times, pictures and even included how many people it

would serve. I have never opened a recipe book like this before. I really love the layout."-- L.

Ritter"All around win! A good book to have in your own collection or to give as a gift!" --

Danielle Sandall"Simple ideas, affordable ingredients. This one is a winner."-- Mari-Rose

Stolsig"I am a meat-eater kind of guy, but these recipes may have me considering another way

in the future..."-- MJ"There are enough recipes in this intriguing cookbook to tempt anyone to

try a dish outside of their customary practice."-- Westcliff Babs"While I haven't had that

opportunity yet, I would recommend thiscookbook for its easy to follow format and interesting

content. Amanxious to try some of the recipes very soon."-- Catlinp"The author does a great

job delivering fast and easy vegetarian recipes. This cookbook gives great ideas that even

novice cooks can do - andthey are all cheap.Can't wait to try some..."-- M Pollard"Easy and

simple vegetarian recipes. I like that they are organized byhow many people the recipe feeds

as well as what meal of the day, as Iam often making food just for myself. I tried a few of the

smoothierecipes, the 'Go, go, go' smoothie was great, along with the blueberrypower boost. For

lunch, I tried the zesty zucchini recipe which alsoturned out well. I enjoy the recipes where I

can use food straight from my garden, this cookbook gave me plenty of options for that!"--

Stephanie Neubert
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IntroductionIt’s not always an easy task to find tasty vegetarian recipes that are simple and use

everyday ingredients you recognize.That’s where this cookbook comes in.The 90 recipes you

are about to discover often include dairy and eggs, but NO meats or fish! Feel free to swap out

ingredients like milk for non-dairy alternatives if you would prefer (as I said, this cookbook is for

every type of vegetarian!).Whether you have been vegetarian your entire life (like me) or are

someone who simply wants to introduce some extra veggie alternatives into your diet, this

cookbook has you covered!How this book is organized:I have organized this cookbook into

breakfast, lunch, and dinner recipes that can be cooked for one, two and four people.I have

further arranged them into preparation and cooking times to help those who lead busy lives, as



well as catering to those who have more time to spend in the kitchen.The recipes for one or

two people can easily be doubled or quadrupled to serve more people, and vice versa.Also, if

you do end up cooking larger meals, they can be stored in the refrigerator and reheated for the

next day if you like to prepare in advance. The choice is all yours.Ready to get stuck in?Then

flip the page now…

30 Veggie Breakfasts

Breakfasts for One PersonWe’ve all heard that “breakfast is the most important meal of the

day”.Yet, so many of us either settle for quick, unhealthy alternatives that are laced in sugars or

weird preservatives (I’m talking to you, cereal!) or skip it entirely.Not anymore.Whether you’re

always in a hurry and are looking for clean and speedy alternatives, or just simply want to

diversify your current breakfasts, the following recipes should help you. They are diverse and

designed to keep you coming back for more––all year round!

Blueberry & Granola Power BurstThose first few moments of your day are the most important.

You need to understand your own metabolism – faster metabolisms may need food more

immediately after waking than someone with a slower system. The combination of granola and

yogurt in this quick breakfast gives your body a quick burst of energy when it needs it the most,

and has the staying power to get you through the morning.Note: This recipe doesn’t store

particularly well – the granola provides a crunchy counterpoint to the yogurt, and mixing it in

advance will cause it to get slightly soggy. Luckily, it’s easy to throw together at the last

minute.Ingredients1 cup vanilla yogurt1/2 cup granola1/8 cup blueberries1/2

bananaPreparation – 2 minutesPlace the yogurt in a cereal bowl (or a plastic travel container if

you are planning on taking it with you).Top it off with the granola, sliced banana, and garnish

with blueberries.This recipe can be adjusted with whatever berry is in season. Sliced

strawberries, fresh raspberries, or blackberries can replace the blueberries and give it a

different flavor profile.

Greek GaloreWhen you have very little time in the morning, breakfast sometimes falls by the

wayside. This quick pick-me-up requires no cooking and minimal preparation. It takes less time

to throw together than picking up coffee in the drive-through, and can be made the night before

and stored in the fridge to be eaten as you leave in the morning.Depending on the

manufacturer, Greek yogurt has either been strained through a filter or had thickening agents

added. It is thicker than regular yogurt and has a creamier texture that holds flavors well. If you

don’t have access to Greek yogurt, this recipe is just as good with regular yogurt!

Ingredients1/2 cup Greek yogurt1/2 teaspoon honey3/4 cup seedless red grapes1/2 large

banana1 tablespoon chopped walnuts1 tablespoon unsalted sunflower seedsPreparation – 3

minutesCut the grapes in half. If you’re in a real hurry, you don’t even need to do this!Peel and

slice the banana.Put the yogurt into a medium-sized bowl and gently stir in the grapes,

banana, honey, seeds and nuts.If you have no time to eat before you head out the door, you

can make this in a plastic container, throw the lid on and grab a spoon to take it with you. The

time it takes for your commute will allow the banana and grape flavors to work their way into

the yogurt, improving the taste by the time you arrive at your desk.

Avocado & Cheese DeluxeAvocados contain almost 20 essential nutrients. They can help you

focus in the morning, and they help your body absorb nutrients from other foods as well!

Avocados are a great way to add healthy fat to your diet, and when combined with cheese and



a complex carbohydrate like whole rye bread, they provide a tasty tang to your morning.This

recipe allows you to get a quick and balanced breakfast that you can eat on the run. The

melted cheese holds the avocados on the bread, and the mustard provides a tangy

counterpoint to the smooth flavors.IngredientsSliced rye breadBrown mustard1/4 Avocado1

slice cheese, mozzarella or provolonePreparation – 2 minutesCut the avocado into

pieces.Spread mustard on the bread, top with avocado.Cooking – approximately 5

minutesToast until bread becomes crispy.Top with a slice of cheese.Continue toasting until

cheese is melted.Now you’re ready to grab your toast and your briefcase and head out the

door! By the time you get the door opened and closed behind you, this quick meal will be cool

enough to eat without burning your mouth on the toasted cheese. Watch out for the spicy

mustard, though, and remember that you are improving your brainpower with every bite.

‘Wake Me Up’ SmoothieSmoothies from the local smoothie shop aren’t necessarily the

healthiest thing. So, by doing it yourself, you can keep track of what you put into it, and make

sure it is good for you.This smoothie is tasty, easy to make and provides a burst of energy on a

morning where you may not be moving so quickly!Ingredients1/2 large apple (whatever type

you like)1/2 orange1 cup frozen mango pieces1/2 cup frozen mixed berries1/2 cup vanilla-

flavored almond milk1/2 scoop vanilla-flavored soy protein powderPreparation – 7

minutesQuarter the apple, removing the stem, but leave the seeds and skin.Peel the orange.

You may want to leave just a touch of the peel for flavor.Put everything into the blender.Blend

on a medium speed, using a wooden spoon to push down on the ingredients until the mixture

begins to combine.Put the lid on the blender, then turn to 'high' and let run for about a

minute.Pour into a large glass to enjoy the color, or a travel tumbler to take with you.Protein

powder is often an acquired taste. You don’t need to include it if you don’t like the flavor. You

can replace it with 1/2 cup of yogurt instead.Smoothies can be so easily customized that once

you’ve made this one, you can play with the recipe and tweak it to suit your own tastes. For a

quick breakfast, they can’t be beaten as they can be put into a travel cup and taken with you

like coffee!
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Sunflower, “I'm glad I found this cookbook!. I've had this cookbook on my e-reader for almost

two years; however, I just recently got serious about checking out the recipes. I've been a

vegetarian for 20+ years, and I am always looking for easy to prepare and taste bud pleasing

recipes. I am glad I found this cookbook!Pros:1. A table of contents that enables one to click on

the recipe name and bring up the recipe without having to scroll from page to page. Very

useful….and appreciated.2. The recipes are listed according to servings: For instance: one

person, two persons and 4 person servings.3. The preparation time is listed for each recipe.4.

The instructions are easy to read and understand.5. Some substitutions for ingredients are

given.6. The book is well written, edited and formatted.Cons:1. Some of the recipe ingredients

may not be readily available in a regular grocery store.2. A few of the recipes list ingredients

that one may not be familiar with, and there is not a definition given for what the item is. Ex:

drumstick leaves. In the first recipe that I came across for this ingredient the listing was for 2

teaspoons Drumstick leaves. This is not a commonly used ingredient, and I suspect some

readers might have no clue what it is. It is also likely to be hard to find.3. Some of the recipes

are probably the same as many readers have prepared without any written guidance.4. Color

pictures are nice, but rather small.5. Number of calories per serving is not listed.6. This

cookbook might not appeal to a highly skilled chef, but would probably be more appealing to

someone that likes quick and easy recipes.All in all, this is a nice little cookbook to add to most

anyone's collection. The meat eaters can just add meat and everyone will most likely have a

smile upon their face. Even the kiddos will enjoy some of these recipes, and will most likely

want Mom….or Dad….to fix them frequently.”

twila vansickel, “Easy and great recipes.. This is healthiest way to eat and the most

inexpensive. You get a great variety of vegetables and also a variety of ways to use them in

these recipes.”

The book by Lisa M.K. has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 26 people have provided feedback.
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